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STORY

The world’s hope hinges on your combat skills and sheer determination as an “Aero Fighter”. Defend the world from unknown alien forces that are attempting to take over the world. You must extract these unknown forces before they can execute their plot for dominance. After conquering the unknown forces, the battle continues into space where the “controlling intellect” dictated the take-over attempt. You must seek and destroy this evil force to prevent it from seizing other worlds.
START BUTTON: Press to start or pause.

CONTROL PAD: Press to navigate your aircraft. During option menu, use to change selection.

B BUTTON: Press to use special weapons. During option menu, use for selection.

Y BUTTON: Press to shoot. During option menu, use for selection.

SELECT BUTTON: During option menu, use to change selection.

L, R, X, A BUTTONS NOT USED
ITEMS
- Power Up
- Full Power Up
- Special Weapon
- One Up

CURRENCY
Each currency item is worth 1000 points.
If you earn 200,000 points you gain one extra life.
For one player game, the left controller can only select:
Blaster Keaton
Hi-En
Kohful the Viking
Villiam Sid Pride

With right controller, you can only select;
Keith Bishop, Mao-Mao
Tee Bee-10, River N. White

For two player game, both players must fight for the same country.
**OPTION SCREEN**

- **Difficulty:** Easy/Normal/Hard
- **Continue:** 3/4/5
- **Lives:** 3/4/5
- **Key Setting:**
  - Shoot: 1P Y, 2P Y
  - Special: 1P B, 2P B
- **Music:** You can listen to the music that occurs during play.
- **Sound:** Mono/Stereo
- **BGM:** On/Off
- **Exit**

**NOTE:**
For the 1st 3 stages you can continue from where you left off. However, from the 4th stage on, you start from the beginning of the stage.
CHARACTERS

BLASTER KEATON

F-18
SPECIAL WEAPON (F.A.E)

Artillery (Snake Napalm)

KEITH BISHOP

F-14
SPECIAL WEAPON (TOMAHAWK)

Artillery (Phoenix Missile)
CHARACTERS

HI-EN

FSX
SPECIAL WEAPON (NINJA BEAM)

Artillery (Ninja Missile)

L1  L2  L3  L4  BOM

MAO-MAO

F-15
SPECIAL WEAPON (E-WAVE)

Artillery (Gull-Laser)

L1  L2  L3  L4  BOM
CHARACTERS

KOHFUL THE VIKING

AJ-37
SPECIAL WEAPON (THOR HAMMER)

Artillery (Metal Storm)

L1 L2 L3 L4 BOM

TEE-BEE-10

JAS-39
SPECIAL WEAPON (GRAND NAPALM)

Artillery (Float Mine)

L1 L2 L3 L4 BOM
CHARACTERS

VILLIAM SID PRIDE

U.K.

AV-8
SPECIAL WEAPON
(SUPPORTING BOMBER)

Artillery (Cross Missile)

L1  L2  L3  L4  BOM

RIVER N. WHITE

U.K.

IDS
SPECIAL WEAPON
(RING BOMB)

Artillery (Napalm Dispenser)

L1  L2  L3  L4  BOM
STAGES

FIRST 3 STAGES

U.S.A.

JAPAN

SWEDEN

U.K.

You do not fight in your own country. The 1st 3 stages are in random order.

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

MIDDLE EAST

MEDITERRANEAN

STAGE 6

STAGE 7

RUSSIA

SPACE
STAGE BOSSES

U.S.A.
U.S.S. New Jersey

Japan
Banzai

Sweden
Secret Base Norsk

U.K.
Buckingham Bomber

STAGE 4

Middle East
Tank Amadan
STAGE BOSSES

STAGE 5
Mediterranean
Battleship Pazaata

STAGE 6
Russia
Siberiacrafts

FINAL STAGE
Space
The Alien Gorgonzula

Space
The Death Skull

You get either The Alien Gorgonzula or The Death Skull at the final stage.

HIDDEN CHARACTERS AND HIDDEN STAGE

1. Look for command at ending screen for hidden character.
   Use the command at the player select screen.

2. Play a hidden character and look for command for hidden stage.
   Use the command at player select screen.
McO’RIVER, Inc.
LIMITED WARRANTY

McO’RIVER, Inc. warrants to the original purchaser of this McO’RIVER product that this game pak is free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. This McO’RIVER product is sold “as is” without expressed or implied warranty of any kind. and McO’RIVER is not liable for any losses or damages of any kind resulting from the use of this product. McO’RIVER agrees for a period of ninety (90) days to either repair or replace, at its option, free of charge, the McO’RIVER product. Send product postage paid, along with dated proof of purchase, to the address shown below.

This warranty shall not be applicable and shall be void if the defect in the product has arisen through abuse, unreasonable use, mistreatment or neglect. THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE McO’RIVER. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE NINETY (90) DAY PERIOD DESCRIBED ABOVE. IN NO EVENT WILL McO’RIVER BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THIS McO’RIVER PRODUCT.

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

McO’RIVER, Inc.
11135 Knott Avenue, Suite F, Cypress, CA 90630
Tel: 714-894-3355